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Please try this one: db. I mean really bad. You have to go to nearest SC. Letter A - January, B - February, C - March. People if you after that
item before you make a mistake like me, look at the box it must be written on it:2015 HARMAN international industries so at least you will make
sure that they manufactured that thing in this year so after the refurbishment process. However, note that the speaker is still in the process of
installing the new firmware for nearly a minute after you first see this green and white screen. My JBL Charge 2 plus has the 1. Das was ich bisher
gehört habe klang so ähnlich wie der Charge 2 aber ich der Voyage passt besser zu mir wegen der Dockingsation etc. However, I decided on the
Envaya Mini because it is so much lighter and more portable, while sounding crystal clear for louder music, I have my Logitech S715i. Do you
have an explanation for this? I wonder if 141 improved on this.

2015 update on JBL Charge 2 distortion and sound processing problems
Year ago Hello, I have my JBL Charge 2+ since 2016 and had preety good sound till a week ago that it started to have this distortion or noise, no
matter what the volume is, all the time. Can you help me? I would really apreciate. I've written to JBL customer support but still no solution from
them. Unfortunately it simply doesn't produce that '3D sound' from around the whole speaker the way other products such as the UE Boom do.
As for the noticeably lower volume I have not been able to fix that and when I took it back into the store they told me it was functioning fine... X to
the latest version 1. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK. Thumbs UP if this post helped you : 3 years ago Hey man. I'm looking at buying this to replace
my UE boom, which I've really enjoyed having but understand that it's a piece of shit compared to this for pretty much the same price. I've found
this for £79 but I'm not sure if the reason it's so cheap is because it's the older unit? What would be the best way to find out? I am a very happy
camp!! This speaker sounds awesome for the price and for how small it is. I have tried all the volume ranges with different music and not distortion
at all experienced. In fact it sounded full-range instead of something recorded with a separate mike. Also i couldn't notice when the recording went
from one unit to the other one. Almost looks like RUclip mixed in a a full range track. Anyway nothing can be analyse from this vid i am sorry. Like
the effort though 2 years ago I know this is old but I just listened it on PC speakers Far far away from HiFi and could here the difference between
the old and new distortion free unit. Ein Bravo dafür ausm Bgld! People if you after that item before you make a mistake like me, look at the box it
must be written on it:2015 HARMAN international industries so at least you will make sure that they manufactured that thing in this year so after
the refurbishment process. They should have remove it the damaged ones from the stores at the very beginning,instead they are trying to sell it
thinking people wont notice the problem,cheeky fu.. The older unit had a firmware version 140 and the new version is 141. My 141 version
sounds great - much better than the original Charge. I wonder if 141 improved on this. Hayakawa, could you test a track at the very first volume
steps if it sounds Ok with your 141-version? Please try this one: db. Mir gefällt das Design und der Klang : Was mich noch interresieren würde ist
die Lautstärke. Ich würde die Box zwar hauptsächlich für zu Hause benutzen aber ich gehe auch oft raus oder würde sie beim Training in der Halle
benutzen. Meinst du das reicht? Und was meinst du zum Vergleich mit dem Bose SoundLink Mini? Außerdem hab ich gelesen das der LS einen
Subwoofer hat und bis 20Hz kommt. Tiefer als der Charge 2, oder? Hast du generell schon mal den Voyage gehört? Das was ich bisher gehört
habe klang so ähnlich wie der Charge 2 aber ich der Voyage passt besser zu mir wegen der Dockingsation etc... Ob JBL sonst was angepasst hat,
klanglich usw? Vielleicht spielt der neue auch leise nun endlich gut, das kann der Charge 2 nämlich nicht, der klingt leise echt beschissen, dazu kann
ich nichts sagen. Den Charge 2+ gibt es in den USA schon offiziell über die JBL-Seite. Wird aber wohl eher ein charge 2. Meine Frage ist, ob es
sich lohnt auf den charge 2+ zu warten. Hab den schonmal im Internet gefunden aber nicht auf Seiten wie Amazon etc... Dann sollte der Preis für
den normalen ja sinken oder? Looks like JBL really fixed it. My friend works with JBL products and he said how to check your JBL Charge 2.
For example my Charge 2 has serial number GG0076-AF0075... He is not sure about first 2 letters GG, probably TL are produced for North
American countries and GG are produced to European countries. But he is pretty sure about second part of the serial number. AF means that is
was manufactured on January 2015. Letter A - January, B - February, C - March... And letter F is a year - 2015, letter E - 2014. So if you have
IE - it's October 2014, KE - December 2014, BF - February 2015 etc. So JBL has fixed Charge 2 distortion and sound processing problems on
December 2014. But, if I turn the speaker on and i'm bluetooth connected no song playing , you hear a sound sound like if you're on a non-existing
channel on tv, that background sound. And if you play a song on low volume you will still hear the sound. Is there an explanation for that? Weiß
man schon, woran man erkennen kann, ob es die neue oder alte Version ist? Meine Serial ist GG0076-KE... Ich würde mich über eine Antwort
sehr freuen. PS: Danke für die sehr informativen und hilfreichen Videos! The sound was disgusting. In addition to these distortions, I noticed
unusual noise when playing videos with voice on RUclip, like the wind in the microphone. I consulted the store Harman, where advised to update
the firmware. After the firmware update in service center not found instructions on the Internet , the device worked much better. By the way the

first version of the device was, it seems to me more practical less weight, louder the sound, smaller size, better control, there was no moving
parts... Very loud, very crisp. However, listening to quieter tracks - or intros.... I mean really bad. To me, the crossover is completely screwed.
The bass is going when it shouldn't. It's like the bass is rumbling all the time. Any tracks that have rain... Even tracks that open with strings... I can
hear the bass slightly rumbling. It's clear to me the crossover isn't set right. I'm a fan of bass - but at the right times! I should also point out I get a
very high pitch constant tone whenever I play music - again, most noticable if there is silence before the start of any track or a quiet intro. But it's
definately there the whole way through. So would this be one of the earlier models with the sound processing issues? Is is this an issue thats still
current on the revised, fixed models? If so, should I purchase direct from JBL to ensure I get a newer 'fixed' model? The serial number on my unit
starts with a GG. If it were not for this crossover issue - the unit is superb - well built, looks fanastic, great size and, when listening to loud tracks,
sounds wonderful. JBL would be onto a winner with this unit if it were not for the processing issues. Press the Bluetooth button and volume+
button simultaneously and a voice guidance will tell you which. I might buy one of these from Amazon but I'm concerned I'll get the old version.
Might just got to Bestbuy... However if you are facing issue with this unit I request you to please reset the unit. When the Charge II switches off
after a few seconds, it has been reset. I hope this helps you. HOWEVER, when i played the test track you used Jimmy Sommers - Out of
Nowhere the white one had the bass distortion in the first couple of seconds of the song just like it sounded in your first video, while the black one
sounded clean. I'm very confused right now. Do you have an explanation for this? Could it be that the black one is newer but has a different issue
between 60 and 80 hz or is this frequency check not a good way to test? OK then i use mini-jack to AUX, still same problem. Then i connected it
to the phone via AUX also horrible sound.. But my android phone over Bluetooth sounds wonderful???? So i am guessing i got a faulty unit with
the DSP problems, sad that they haven't done a callback on units not sold yet. Also Impossible to play it while charging since the charging circuitry
makes a hissing sound in the speaker. Can you help me please? Im looking for more sound quality and loudness with reasonably good bass as
overall. Which one do you think is better? Thanks much for the really helpful and informative videos! I know there is no official serial number cut
off. I have checked some charge 2 units at a local store Hungary, EU units and there has been 2 different patterns starting with GG0077-IE... The
boxes of the GG marked seemed a bit thicker, I think they are a fresher line. Can you please share the serial number patterns of your older and
corrected units if I recall good, they are for the EU as well. It could maybe provide some guideline for selection. Sure, it sounded ok, but not
anything like what all the other reviews said about it. If the Denon reaches even 75% of the loudness, it is loud enough for me. Otherwise I just
have an Oontz XL I bought to have something cheap in the garage. I've never found good sound in anything other than the a full size system, but
now that I'm out on my own with my student loan debt it's an American thing , I won't be able to buy a full size system for a long time. Have you
used it at all for something like tv or video? I would like something I could also use for watching a movie in bed on my computer. Where can I buy
it except the official JBL store I think delivering a speaker from the USA to Hungary is pretty complicated. Or should I wait until the whole
product range will be changed to the newest unit? Because I think the old ones are also in selling until the stores get out of them. But I can only
purchase the charge 2 in my country right now and I don't wanna order Denon online. I tried it out today and I think it was one of the new units
and I couldn't even hear low volume problems. But my ears might not pick it up like yours do. However, I think the bass might be a bit too much
at high levels since I am in a dorm room and ppl next door might hear the powerful bass. Would lowering the bass with an EQ effect the sound
quality or will it essentially bring it to a frequency response similar to the Denon but not as crisp? I still like the denon more, but im getting tired of
waiting months to buy a speaker. I have a android so maybe i will try that. Also, my itunes equalizer starts at 32Hz jumps to 64 Hz and then to
125, so I cannot directly change 75Hz, is changing 64Hz sufficient or do you know any third party equalizers? Similarly, my Samsung stock music
app only has 60Hz that I can manipulate and then jumps to 150. Not only has it visible scratches, also the left subwoofer or membrane barely
swings and at low volume levels everything is flooded with bass, you can't even listen to an audiobook at middle volumes. Oh, and there was a
blowing sound coming out of the microphone, but I fixed that by taping it. Mine sounds good with my Android phone and iPad but on my laptop I
notice some distortion. Also using an auxillary cable for wired use isn't that good because there is some interference at the plugs. It could be that
my cables are bad but I've already tried two different cables that do the same thing they buzz a bit when you put your finger on the end that goes
into laptop etc. What big sound from such a small speaker! I really am impressed with it. Thank you for recommending this speaker, it is well
worth the money. Just incase you didn't know, you can change track by double tapping the play pause button. Very handy , thanks again 3 years
ago yeah,me too. Im just a little afraid that its battery life isnt great. Need some more days to know for sure. Thanks for the videos 3 years ago
+clavinetjunkie The reason I mentioned Cambridge Audio Go and Monitor Audio S200 because they got 5 start award from WHAT HI-FI:
www. I did not had a chance to compare them side by side... For a warmer sound, the Bose. For maximum volume, the Beats or iLoud. Of those
5, I personally would choose the Infinity. However, I decided on the Envaya Mini because it is so much lighter and more portable, while sounding
crystal clear for louder music, I have my Logitech S715i.

JBL Charge 2 Software Upgrade
Like the effort though 2 years ago I know this is old but I just listened it on PC speakers Far far away from HiFi and could here the difference
between the old and new distortion free unit. After using my speaker normally for two weeks suddenly the speakers begins to sound with very
distortion. For maximum volume, the Beats or iLoud. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK. If so, should I purchase direct from JBL to ensure I get a
newer 'fixed' model? HOWEVER, when i played the test track you used Jimmy Sommers - Out of Nowhere the white one had the bass distortion
in the first couple of seconds of the song just like it sounded in your jbl charge 2 firmware update 141 video, while the black one sounded clean.
I'm very confused right now. Im looking for more sound quality and loudness with reasonably good bass as overall. Mine sounds good with my
Android phone and iPad but on my laptop I notice some distortion. I wonder if 141 improved on this. I'm looking at buying this to replace my UE
boom, which I've really enjoyed having but understand that it's a piece of shit compared to this for pretty much the same price. And letter F is a
year - 2015, letter E - 2014. As for the noticeably lower volume I have not been able to fix that and when I took it back into the store they told
me it was functioning fine. Would lowering the bass with an EQ effect the sound quality or will it essentially bring it to a frequency response similar
to the Denon but not as crisp?

Jbl charge 2 firmware update 141 - 2015 update on JBL Charge 2 distortion and sound processing
problems
Vielleicht spielt der neue auch leise nun endlich gut, das kann der Charge 2 nämlich nicht, der klingt leise echt beschissen, dazu kann ich nichts
sagen. They should have remove it the damaged ones from the stores at the very beginning,instead they are trying to sell it thinking people wont
notice the problem,cheeky fu. What Problems Can Corrupt Drivers Cause. However, I think the bass might be a bit too much at high levels since I
am in a dorm room and ppl next door might hear the powerful bass. It's like the bass is rumbling all the time. Hab den schonmal im Internet
gefunden aber nicht auf Seiten wie Amazon etc. My friend works with JBL products and he said how to check your JBL Charge 2.

JBL Charge 2 Software Upgrade
Das was ich bisher gehört habe klang so ähnlich wie der Charge 2 aber ich der Voyage passt besser zu mir wegen der Dockingsation etc...
Vielleicht spielt der neue auch leise nun endlich gut, das kann der Charge 2 nämlich nicht, der klingt leise echt beschissen, dazu kann ich nichts
sagen. Also Impossible to play it while charging since the charging circuitry makes a hissing sound in the speaker.

Microprocessors are controlled by firmware that enables the device to do the job it was purchased for. But he is pretty sure about second part of
the serial number. X to the latest version 1. I would like something I could also use for watching a movie in bed on my computer. Almost looks like
RUclip mixed in a a full range track. Can you please share the serial number patterns of your older and corrected units if I recall good, they are for
the EU as well. Weiß man schon, woran man erkennen kann, ob es die neue oder alte Version ist. The serial number on my unit starts with a GG.
Anyway nothing can be analyse from this vid i am sorry. Mir gefällt das Design und der Klang : Was mich noch interresieren würde ist die
Lautstärke. After the firmware update in service center not found instructions on the Internetthe device worked much better. Is is this an issue thats
still current on the revised, fixed models?.

